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Abstract
Robotic workcell design is a complex process, especially in case of flexible (e.g., bin-picking) workcells. The numerous
requirements and the need for continuous system validation on multiple levels place a huge burden on the designers. There
are a number of tools for analyzing the different aspects of robotic workcells, such as CAD software, system modelers, or grasp
and path planners. However, the precision aspect of the robotic operation is often overlooked and tackled only as a matter of
manipulator repeatability. This paper proposes a designer tool to assess the precision feasibility of robotic pick-and-place
workcells from the operation point of view. This means that not only the manufacturing tolerances of the workpiece and the
placing environment are considered, but the tolerance characteristics of the manipulation and metrology process (in case of
flexible applications) as well. Correspondingly, the contribution of the paper is a novel tolerance modeling approach, where the
tolerance stack-up is set up as a transformation chain of low-order kinematic pairs between the workpiece, manipulator, and other
workcell components, based on manipulation, seizing, releasing, manufacturing, and metrology tolerances. Using this represen-
tation, the fulfillment of functional requirements (e.g., picking or placing precision) can be validated based on the tolerance range
of corresponding chain members. By having a generalized underlying model, the proposed method covers generic industrial
pick-and-place applications, including both conventional and flexible ones. The application of the method is presented in a semi-
structured pick-and-place scenario.
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1 Introduction

Real manufactured and assembled products only match their
nominal design within certain tolerances. Geometric and di-
mensional deviations are caused by imprecise manufacturing
and assembly processes, resulting in imperfect workpiece
shapes as well as inaccurate relative positions between them.
These deviations influence the assemblability and functions of
the product, and thereby the fulfillment of functional require-
ments (FRs). Therefore, the success of assembly processes
and the resulting mechanical assemblies is significantly

affected by the corresponding tolerance design. Tolerance
analysis (or tolerance stack-up analysis) addresses this prob-
lem through the determination of the dimensional and geomet-
rical variation of the final assembly from the given tolerances
on individual components and on the created joints. Based on
this, both the satisfaction of the defined FRs and the
assemblability of the product can be verified [1, 2].

In case of manual assembly, proper geometric design and
allocation of tolerances ensure that the worker will be able to
assemble the product, while maintaining the product’s key
characteristics (KCs) [3]. This concept is viable due to the
assembly capabilities and dexterity of human workers (sup-
ported by suitable tools). On the other hand, as a manual
assembly process becomes robotized, the robot capability
needs to be taken into account when designing the assembly
and corresponding robotic operation. However, by losing the
dexterity and skills of the worker, the result of the assembly is
determined not only by the robot repeatability (in addition to
the tolerance of assembly components), but also by the toler-
ance of the involved cell components. Hence, the tolerance
aspect of the whole operation needs to be addressed, which
can affect the manipulator and equipment selection, or even
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the assembly design. Yet, the tolerance design for this scenar-
io does not receive much support. Indeed, related issues are
often overcome by applying much more precise equipment
than necessary, or by trial and error.

The present research addresses the subject of tolerancing in
robotic manipulation. Correspondingly, the main contribution
of this paper is a novel tolerance analysis method for validat-
ing robotized operations in terms of tolerances, in order to
overcome the above-mentioned issues. The proposed method
aims to assess the feasibility of waypoint-based robotic appli-
cations, particularly the pick-and-place operation—including
placement and insertion—which can be considered one of the
most common assembly tasks [4]. The tolerance model is
prepared for a general pick-and-place representation, capable
of handling both conventional and flexible (e.g., bin-picking)
tasks. Apart from mechanical tolerances, the latter involve the
precision of the metrology system used to resolve uncer-
tainties (such as the workpiece picking pose in case of bin-
picking) and to realize visual servoing.

In the proposed model, the tolerance stack-up of the oper-
ation is set up on a transformation basis using low-order kine-
matic pairs (joints) [5]. The aggregated tolerances—
corresponding to FRs—are formulated parametrically through
the multiplication of parametric transformation matrices. As
the design specifications (i.e., workholding, grasping, manip-
ulation, servoing, and metrology characteristics as well as tol-
erances) are substituted into these formulae, the operation can
be evaluated for feasibility.

This tolerance model provides a basis for Monte Carlo
simulation and sensitivity analysis [6]. Using these, the par-
ticular workcell setup can be analyzed, allowing the designer
to check the suitability of the selected equipment in the early
design phase. This representation can also be used during the
different planning (path and grasp planning) steps of the ro-
botic workcell, as it can contain the robot kinematics and
component relations besides the tolerance stack-up. Thereby,
this method fits into the tolerance model of the generic pick-
and-place workcell development methodology introduced in
the authors’ previous work [7]. This aids developers in setting
up feasible tolerance regions for Digital Twins of such robotic
workcells and in assessing twin closeness, which indicates
whether or not the virtually planned robotic operation can be
executed feasibly in the real workcell.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The
related literature, regarding general tolerance modeling ap-
proaches, manufacturing operation-related approaches and
the tolerance aspect of pick-and-place operations is
overviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, the concept of the
tolerance model is presented, together with the generalized
pick-and-place operation, the basic structure of the transfor-
mation chain, fundamental FRs, and the pick-and-place-
specific tolerance influencing factors. The complete model is
formulated in Section 4, including the required input data, the

deduction of the transformation chain, and the evaluation of
FRs. In Section 5, the implementation of the proposed model
is presented through a case study of an experimental, physical,
pick-and-place workcell. Finally, conclusions are drawn, and
the possible future research directions are presented in
Section 6.

2 Related work

2.1 Tolerance modeling

During product design, the customer requirements define the
desired product. These are then translated by the designer to
FRs, which capture the functional intention of the designer in
terms of dimensions and tolerances. The components of the
critical FRs are KCs, which are defined as “the product, sub-
assembly, part, and process features that significantly impact
the final cost, performance, or safety of a product when the
KCs vary from nominal. Special control should be applied to
those KCs where the cost of variation justifies the cost of
control.” by Thornton [3].

To achieve product feasibility (including assemblability
and the fulfillment of FRs), the tolerancing problem needs to
be solved [1]. Dimensional tolerances have been for long the
primary means for expressing the allowable deviations of
workpieces and products. Besides, geometrical tolerances also
became formally defined and standardized by the introduction
of Geometrical Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) [8].
Together, these allow the characterization of a variety of de-
viation types. The key approaches for tolerance analysis are
the analytical worst-case and statistical analysis [9, 10], and
Monte Carlo simulation [6]. The sought results can be the list
of contributors, sensitivity, and effect of each contributor, as
well as the tolerance stack-up.

Numerous research works were dedicated to defining new
tolerance representation methods in order to establish mathe-
matical models for the expression and representation of geo-
metric deviations. These include the variational model [11],
TTRS (technologically and topologically related surfaces)
model [12], matrix model [13], vector-loop [14], torsor model
[15], Jacobian-torsor model [16], GapSpace [17], T-Map
model [18], deviation domain [19], polytopes [20], and Skin
model shapes [21], among others. Furthermore, many com-
mercial CAT (computer-aided tolerancing) software packages
were developed on the basis of these models, e.g., 3-DCS,
VisVSA, CETOL, FROOM, or CATIA.3D FDT [22–24].
Detailed summaries on tolerance representations and toler-
ance analysis approaches are given in [22, 25, 26].

From the above, the most relevant ones are the variational,
vector-loop, matrix, and torsor models. These apply homoge-
neous transformations on an assembly graph to capture the
geometric variations. The variational model [11] approach
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represents the deviations from the nominal geometry due to
the tolerances and the assembly conditions through a paramet-
ric mathematical model. First, the nominal shape and dimen-
sions of each assembly component are set up with respect to a
local datum reference frame (DRF). Then, the components are
assembled together using small kinematic adjustments to rep-
resent their relative location with respect to each other within
the assembly. With this, each feature can be expressed in the
same reference (i.e., the global DRF). The FRs can be solved
by analytical approaches or Monte Carlo analysis.

The vector-loop model [14, 25] represents the workpiece
geometric variability via chains of vectors. The vectors repre-
sent component dimensions or kinematical variable dimen-
sions. Three types of deviations are considered: dimensional
deviations, geometric feature deviations, and deviations origi-
nating from kinematic adjustments (from the assembly pro-
cess). The vector-loop model results in a set of non-linear equa-
tions, which can be evaluated using a worst-case or statistical
method when linearized, or using Monte Carlo simulation.

The matrix model [13, 26] is based on TTRS; it transforms
the tolerance zones to establish the limit boundaries for toler-
ances. The aim of the matrix model is to derive an explicit
mathematical representation of the boundary of the entire spa-
tial region enclosing all possible displacements originating from
the variability sources. The representation needs to be complet-
ed by an additional set of inequalities, which define the bounds
for every component in the matrix. Being a point-based ap-
proach, the result of the matrix model is the variation of a point
on a functional surface, and as the boundaries of the region of
possible variations are defined (i.e., extreme values), intrinsical-
ly a worst-case approach is applied.

The small displacement torsor model [15, 25] is based on
the first-order approximation of the matrix model [27]. The
displacement of geometric elements is modeled as a transla-
tion vector and a linearized rotation matrix arranged into a
torsor. Three kinds of torsors are defined: component, devia-
tion, and gap torsor. The global behavior of the assembly can
be obtained from the union of the torsors. For the evaluation of
the model, a worst-case approach can be applied, similarly to
the matrix model.

In the following, relevant tolerance modeling approaches
are presented, which are related to manufacturing processes.
In the field of precision engineering, a transformation chain–
based approach is commonly applied for setting up the kine-
matic error model of machine tools, for estimating their
achievable accuracy, and for analyzing the contributing toler-
ances [28]. A kinematic model–based approach is presented in
[29] to investigate the contributing factors of the location de-
viations of holes in drilling operations. In [30], a positioning
variation model is presented for an eye-in-hand drilling sys-
tem, considering vision-based positioning error measurement
and compensation. Further manufacturing process-related tol-
erance models include fixturing and the consideration of

manufacturing signatures [31, 32]. In the field of robotic ma-
chining, a working precision analysis is presented in [33]
using a robot-process model, to investigate the robot- and
process-related influencing factors.

In case of robotic systems for workpiece manipulation,
when considering the precision aspect, the focus is mostly
on robot calibration. Tolerance modeling and analysis on the
process side receive hardly any attention. In [34], the error
model of the peg-in-hole assembly is set up for automated
assembly, but it does not cover any errors before the insertion
(placing) process. The relevant failure modes of automated
assembly systems—involving precise grasping, releasing,
and collision—are identified in [35]; however, only
manufacturing errors and the robot repeatability are consid-
ered in the tolerances. Furthermore, no general model is pro-
vided, only the Monte Carlo simulation for error diagnosis.

Although numerous different tolerance representations and
analysis approaches exist, to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, there is no tolerance model specifically representing
robotic manipulation, and particularly the pick-and-place op-
eration, from the operation point of view. Inspired by this, the
goal of the present research is to introduce a suitable approach
for bridging the identified gap.

2.2 Tolerance factors in robotic pick-and-place

After overviewing the relevant tolerance models, in this sec-
tion, the different contributing factors are gathered, which take
part in the tolerance chain of pick-and-place operations. In
case of conventional pick-and-place, apart from the cell com-
ponent (e.g., workholders) and workpiece manufacturing tol-
erances, the robot positioning precision and the effect of the
seizing and releasing processes need to be considered in the
tolerance model. These can clearly affect the feasibility of the
picking and/or the placing process of the operation.

Robot precision includes repeatability and accuracy, which
are both standard robot characteristics [36]. Repeatability
plays a key role in the tolerance stack of pick-and-place oper-
ations. Robot repeatability is generally provided by the man-
ufacturers for positioning on the robot end flange. In this re-
gard, the determination of position and orientation repeatabil-
ity is presented in [37]. This characteristic in general can only
be improved by using more precise components and compo-
nent connections, as well as an internal measurement system
with higher resolution [38]. On the other hand, accuracy is not
as significant as repeatability in terms of tolerance, since in
most cases, accuracy-related errors can be sufficiently com-
pensated. Whenever suitable, traditional (lead-through) robot
programming can neutralize poor robot accuracy. Moreover,
robot calibration [39] is applicable for improving positioning
accuracy. Calibration is especially important in case of appli-
cations utilizing model-based offline robot programming [7].
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Workpiece seizing and releasing processes can also intro-
duce geometric errors during the pick-and-place operation
through the contact transitions between the components.
This topic is much less studied in the literature, and only a
few relevant papers were found. Uncertainty in case of grasp-
ing is studied in [40]. In this paper, the concept of self-
alignment is introduced, which occurs during workpiece
grasping. The phenomenon is studied for one particular work-
piece and gripper finger geometry pair. The effect of grasping
position on assembly success is analyzed in [41]. The focus of
this paper is to investigate the alignment capability of a paral-
lel finger gripper when seizing a cylindrical workpiece with
initial position error, and to check whether or not the grasped
workpiece can be successfully placed into a workholder. The
geometrical conditions of the robotic peg-in-hole problem, as
a placing task, are investigated by [42]. Here, the effect of
chamfering on the placing side is taken into account as a
source of self-alignment mechanism for the workpiece.

In more advanced applications, where metrology systems
are applied to resolve uncertainties, other tolerance compo-
nents are introduced in the tolerance chain. These are in form
of equipment resolution, measurement errors, and the preci-
sion of data processing algorithms. Equipment resolution is
provided by the manufacturers in general, and there are many
papers in the literature about the accuracy of different ap-
proaches, such as camera calibration and 2D pattern detection
[43], or model-based 3D pose estimation [44]. For robotic
applications, fewer studies are available. An object recogni-
tion and pose estimation framework is presented in [45], in-
cluding the accuracy measures of the estimated poses.
Uncertainty in perception and grasping is taken into account
for bin-picking in [46, 47]. The grasp is selected based on how
likely its feasibility is, when simulating this uncertainty.
Moreover, fine positioning is considered if placing precision
is predicted to be insufficient; with a predetermined manipu-
lator motion sequence, certain features of the workpiece are
aligned after the placing process.

With the help of metrology systems, it is also possible to
compensate positioning errors using servo techniques [48, 49]
real-time, during operation. Using a closed-loop control cycle,
the target point can be reached with continuous measurement
and actuation of the manipulator, until the defined target con-
dition is reached. Servoing can improve the positioning preci-
sion of the robot through closed-loop motion control in case of
picking and/or placing, without the need for changing the
equipment, or prescribing tighter tolerances (i.e., without in-
creasing investment costs). This means that the precision
influencing effects in the system are negated, and the resultant
precision will depend on the manipulator positioning resolu-
tion, and the errors in the metrology system, measured data,
and processing algorithms. Servo techniques, and visual
servoing in particular, receive great attention in the literature,
including robotic pick-and-place as well. Visual servoing is

used for picking pose compensation and grasping in [50], and
for placing pose compensation in an assembly cell in [51].
Furthermore, compliance control strategy is applied for peg-
in-hole insertion in [52].

The listed tolerance factors, together with the correspond-
ing literature, provide a basis for the tolerance model proposed
in the present paper, and support the introduced tolerance
influencing concepts. Although not all of these factors are
thoroughly explored in the literature—especially, the toler-
ances introduced during contact transition between compo-
nents, and characteristics of self-alignment while grasping
and placing—the main ideas and mechanisms appear to be
clear. This allows the preparation of the fundamental tolerance
model for robotic pick-and-place considering the operation
viewpoint, and more specific tools can be created as the relat-
ed research progresses further.

3 Model overview

3.1 Concept and assumptions

In this paper, the tolerance stack-up of the pick-and-place
operation is modeled as a sequence of transformations in a
kinematic graph, which uses the same idea as the one behind
machine tool accuracy estimation in the work of Slocum [28].
This concept resembles the definition of a mechanism using
standard mechanism joints. The joints are considered as low-
order kinematic pairs [5], which are essentially parametric
transformations between the frames of components (rigid bod-
ies). The idea is to represent different tolerance types as mech-
anism joints. In this way, the tolerance propagation can be
modeled simply using matrix multiplication. These matrices
contain nominal and tolerance values, as well as joint vari-
ables (in case of actual mechanism joints, such as the robot
joints) as parameters for the underlying translational and rota-
tional transformations. Since multiple frames can be within a
single rigid body, connected through tolerances, the shape of
the rigid body becomes determined and fixed as a particular
tolerance value is selected from the defined tolerance interval.

From the general tolerance modeling methods, the pro-
posed approach is most similar to the variational solid model-
ing approach [11]. However, in the proposed one, the kine-
matic joints are applied as matrix transformations (using ho-
mogeneous transformation matrices), and the number of con-
straint equations is minimized. This is done by first preparing
the spanning tree of the kinematic graph, then by forming the
constraint equations through loop closures (wherever neces-
sary). Hence, open loops can be evaluated simply by substitut-
ing in the geometrical parameters, and for closed loops, only a
minimum number of constraint equations need to be solved,
before evaluating the FRs. Furthermore, this allows the devi-
ation of both the position and orientation components of
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feature frames to stack up. Even though variation in orienta-
tion (e.g., perpendicularity or parallelism) is captured by tol-
erance zones for geometric tolerances in the standard, the rep-
resentation of orientation as inclination is beneficial in scenar-
ios such as robotic peg-hole insertion or grasping.

Considering the robotic assembly aspect of the pick-and-
place operation, the term workpiece refers to the component,
which is manipulated by the robot. Here, the model describes
the pose of this workpiece throughout the operation. Hence,
the workpiece needs to be attached in the transformation chain
in a way to continuously represent its actual physical contacts
with the other cell components. Therefore, the workpiece is
detached and re-attached in the transformation chain accord-
ing to the operation process steps (i.e., seizing and releasing).
Correspondingly, the workpiece state is investigated before
and after the seizing and the releasing actions.

The number of DoFs of the workpiece is restricted through-
out the operation by the different components the workpiece is
in contact with, namely, by the picking workholder, gripper,
and placing workholder. In general, the workpiece does not
move relative to the contacting component, except during the
contact transition. However, the tolerance stack-up (including
the contact transition) can result in deviations in the free di-
rections between the aligned frames of the workpiece and
other components. Therefore, these contacts should be cap-
tured through the proper parameterization of the transforma-
tions, i.e., according to the DoFs of the workpiece relative to
the contacting components.

The tolerances appearing in the transformation chain need
to be determined using existing tolerance analysis methods (as
these are mostly resultant tolerances and not explicitly speci-
fied by the designer), or throughmeasurements. It is noted that
in case of individual workcell setup, some of the deviation
sources—typically the component manufacturing tolerances
and the robot accuracy—can be compensated through calibra-
tion. In the present paper, every input parameter or parameter
interval (in case of tolerances) is assumed to be predetermined,
along with the actual pick-and-place strategy (application of
metrology and tolerance enhancing techniques). Also, since
manufacturers specify the repeatability of the manipulators on
their end flange, but not on their links, manipulators are pre-
sented as a single unit during tolerance analysis, and not as
separate links. It is noted that in case of modular robots, the
precision of individual modules could be taken into account,
and it is possible to set up the corresponding kinematic chain
automatically [53].

The presented model defines a set of possible frames to
capture the FRs. To assess the fulfillment of FRs, inequalities
need to be formed for each relevant general direction of each
relevant frame. Alternatively, if required, inequalities can be
formulated specifically for different artifacts of the workpiece
or other components. These can be captured via additional
frames, or even as geometric constraints. The FRs and

included KCs need to be defined by the designer, and these
are also assumed to be given in this paper.

Part of the applied functions (originating from tolerance
influencing factors, see Section 3.5) throughout the tolerance
stack are not continuously differentiable, and the extraction of
orientation components has no closed-form solution.
Consequently, the prepared tolerance chain is numerically
evaluable. The evaluation of the model is carried out using
Monte Carlo simulation, by substituting the nominal values,
joint variables (if any), and tolerance set instances (sampled
from the corresponding tolerance intervals) into the paramet-
ric tolerance chain.

The established transformation chain suits the family of ro-
botic pick-and-place applications.When applied for a particular
robotic workcell, the chain needs to be prepared by considering
the operation conditions and kinematic joints present in the
specific scenario. Then, by substituting the dimensional and
tolerance parameters, the FRs can be evaluated in the different
workpiece states (poses) along the operation sequence. The
general structure of the tolerance model is applicable for most
industrial pick-and-place tasks—where no humans are
involved—in the presented form. For niche cases, the model
might need slight adjustments to properly reflect on the partic-
ular scenario. The application of this model is most beneficial in
case of tasks that are geometrically well defined and where the
component relations are clear, and the component selection or
design is still adjustable (i.e., in the early design phase).

3.2 Pick-and-place operation

A pick-and-place operation can be described as two subse-
quent (i.e., picking and placing) manipulator movement and
gripper setting (or activating and deactivating) steps. From the
control perspective, this can be defined using robot configu-
rations; from the point of view of the workpiece, it can be
described through poses. For clarification, poses and frames
are defined in the robot task space as task space points; how-
ever, a pose corresponds to the reference frame of a rigid
body, whereas frames correspond to a constant transformation
with respect to rigid body references (can be multiple per rigid
body). Configurations are defined in the robot configuration
space as a robot joint vector.

The important robot configurations in the presented toler-
ance chain are the seizing and releasing configurations. On
the path planning and control side, usually there are approach
and retreat configurations for both of these configurations.
Additionally, for flexible scenarios, metrology configurations
can exist, for the execution of metrology and resolving the
pose uncertainties. The seizing configuration corresponds to
the workpiece picking pose. In the seizing configuration, the
gripper is set to a seizing setup, therefore making contact with
the workpiece. At this point, the workpiece gets into the seized
pose, which is bound to the gripper. Then, the robot moves to
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the releasing configuration, transferring the workpiece to the
releasing pose. This corresponds to the workpiece placing
pose. Here, the gripper is set to a releasing setup; therefore,
the workpiece breaks contact with the gripper, and establishes
one with the placing workholder.

The component contacts can occur in multiple ways. The
type of contact transient during seizing and releasing, as well
as component compliances can have significant effect on the
seizing and releasing action. If the contact break and estab-
lishment happen simultaneously, or one after the other (e.g.,
seizing with vacuum cup, or dropping workpiece when releas-
ing), then the seizing and releasing action can introduce con-
siderable additional deviations. On the other hand, if the first
contact is maintained even after establishing the new contact
(until the next robot movement), an overconstrained case oc-
curs, where the components are prone to stuck or damage
(e.g., peg-in-hole problem with a rigid gripper). In order to
keep the paper more concise, here, the effects of the contact
transients are simplified and are only taken into account in
case of leading features (see Section 3.5). Nevertheless, these
effects need to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

3.3 Transformation chain setup

There are relevant frames in a spatial and temporal basis as
well. The workcell reference is the base frame, in which each
component reference frame is defined. The relation of the
frames can be represented on a kinematic graph, which is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the relevant frames are the manufactur-
ing datum frames of the workpiece (wp,ref), picking
workholder (wh1,ref), gripper (gr,ref), and placing
workholder (wh2,ref).

Component feature frames are defined relative to their ref-
erence frames. For the workpiece, these are the picking
(wp,pick), grasp (wp,grasp), and placing (wp,place) frames.
The pairs of these frames are on the contacting components.

The picking workholder has the picking frame (wh1,pick), the
placing workholder has the placing frame (wh2,place). The
gripper has the grasp frame (gr,grasp); the grasp frame pair
is usually the result of the grasp planning.

These frames are shown in case of a sample pick-and-place
scenario in Figs. 2 and 3. As visible, the frames exist in different
phases of the operation for the moving components. The work-
piece poses are the picking (p1), seized (g1), releasing (g2), and
placing poses (p2), while the gripper poses are the seizing (cor-
responding to seizing configuration, g1) and releasing poses
(corresponding to the releasing configuration, g2).

3.3.1 Transformation matrices

Frames are described by homogeneous transformation matri-
ces, parameterized with three translational and three rotational
components. However, locally different representations can
be selected (e.g., deviation in a cylindrical or Cartesian coor-
dinate system). The tolerance chain includes manipulation,
seizing, releasing, manufacturing, and metrology tolerances
as parameters.

Homogeneous transformation matrices, realizing transfor-
mation from component c1, frame f1, pose o1 to component

c2, frame f2, and pose o2, are denoted withTc1; f1;o1
c2; f2;o2, or simply

Tbase
c2; f2;o2 if f1 is the base frame. For the sake of simplicity, pose

indices are only noted at the pose changing components (i.e.,
in case of the workpiece and the gripper). Frame transforma-
tions are modeled as follows:

T c1; f1;o1
c2; f2;o2 x; y; z; ξ; η; ζð Þ ¼ R ξ; η; ζð Þ d x; y; zð Þ

0 1

� �
ð1Þ

where R is the rotation matrix and d is the translation vector
containing both nominal (n) and tolerance (t) components:

Robot frames*Picking workholder
frames

Workcell ref. frame

Placing workholder
frames Gripper framesWorkpiece frames

base

wp,ref

robot links

gr,ref

gr,grasp

wp,pickwh2,ref

wh2,place
wp,place wp,grasp

wh1,ref

wh1,pick

*Robot links and frames are not considered explicitly in the chain; as robot repeatability
is specified for the end flange, its effect is taken into account at the gripper reference.

Fig. 1 Kinematic graph of the
main workcell components
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d x; y; zð Þ ¼ x; y; z½ �T ¼ nx þ tx; ny þ ty; nz þ tz
� �T ð2Þ

The rotational component can be constructed in multiple
ways, depending on the order of rotations. Here, a sequence of
yaw, pitch, and roll rotations is applied (this is suitable for
typical tolerance values, but other conventions can also be
applicable in case of singularity issues), which results in the
following formula:

R ξ; η; ζð Þ ¼
cζcη −cηsζ sη

cξsζ þ cζsηsξ cζcξ−sζsηsξ −cηsξ
−cζcξsη þ sζsξ cξsζsη þ cζsξ cηcξ

2
4

3
5 ð3Þ

where cx stands for cos(x), and sx for sin(x). Each angle value
contains a nominal and a tolerance component. The rotation
angles (corresponding to the axes of the frame) are represented
by the vector r:

Fig. 2 Relevant frames in the
workcell in a flexible scenario (in
this particular case, the
transformation between the
picking frame pair is determined
through metrology)

Fig. 3 Relevant frames on the workpiece (in this particular case, the reference, picking and placing frames coincide) (a), and nominal and real grasp
frame pairs in g1 or g2 pose (b)
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r ξ; η; ζð Þ ¼ ξ; η; ζ½ � ¼ nξ þ tξ; nη þ tη; nζ þ tζ
� � ð4Þ

The tolerance and nominal parameters are summarized in
arrays as:

t ¼ tx; ty; tz; tξ; tη; tζ
� �

; n ¼ nx; ny; nz; nξ; nη; nζ
� � ð5Þ

This representation allows the extraction of each angle
from the rotation matrix (numerically), their adjustment, and
the re-creation of the adjusted rotation matrix, in a consistent
way. The corresponding screw parameters of a transformation
matrix are represented as an array:

scr T x; y; z; ξ; η; ζð Þð Þ ¼ x; y; z; ξ; η; ζð Þ ð6Þ

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, the arguments
of the transformations are only spelled out where relevant.

As an example, if a finger gripper with parallel finger
planes seizes a slab-like feature on a workpiece (see Fig. 3);
a planar kinematic joint needs to be set up to represent the
tolerance of the seizing action. In this case, due to the planar
contact, positioning tolerances from the gripper activation oc-
cur only in x and z direction, and orientation tolerance around
the y axis (based on Fig. 3). The joint is formulated as follows:

Twp;grasp;g1
gr;grasp;g1 ¼ R d

0 1

� �
¼

cη 0 sη x
0 1 0 0
−sη 0 cη z
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 ð7Þ

which contains both nominal and tolerance parameters, and
can be evaluated to any tolerance set instance.

Twp;grasp;g1
gr;grasp;g1 ¼

cnηþtη 0 snηþtη nx þ tx
0 1 0 0

−snηþtη 0 cnηþtη nz þ tz
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 ð8Þ

3.3.2 Formulation of the transformation chain

Having prepared the construction of transformation matrices,
the transformation chain can be formed. First, considering
nominal transformations (denoted with T∗), an ideal case is
assumed. The workpiece starts in the picking pose, where its
picking frame is aligned with the picking frame of the picking

workholder T*base
wp;pick;p1 ¼ T*base

wh1;pick

� 	
.Thereby, the nominal

grasp frame of the workpiece is determined through the work-

piece reference frame T*base
wp;grasp;p1

� 	
. Then, the robot is

commanded to align the gripper grasp frame with the grasp

frame of the workpiece T*base
gr;grasp;g1 ¼ T*base

wp;grasp;p1

� 	
. The

gripper is activated, and the workpiece is detached from
the picking workholder and attached to the gripper with
the grasp frames aligned, as it gets to the seized pose

T*base
wp;grasp;g1 ¼ T*base

gr;grasp;g1

� 	
.

Next, the robot is commanded to the releasing configura-
tion, where the placing frame of the now attachedworkpiece is
aligned with the nominal placing frame of the placing

workholder T*base
wp;place;g2 ¼ T*base

wh2;place

� 	
. Here, the gripper is

set to release the workpiece, detaching the workpiece from the
gripper and attaching it to the placing workholder, as it gets to
the placing pose. At this point, the workpiece is laid into the
placing pose. The placing frame of the workpiece and the

placing workholder meet T*base
wp;place;g2 ¼ T*base

wh2;place

� 	
, and

the pick-and-place operation is finished.
From here, assuming tolerances, the tolerance chain is

formed on four branches, which are then connected. (i) The
workpiece grasp frame for the picking pose is formed by the
tolerance stack-up from the base frame through the picking

workholder and the workpiece T base
wp;grasp;p1

� 	
. (ii) The gripper

grasp frame for the seizing pose is formed from the base

through the robot links and gripper Tbase
gr;grasp;g1

� 	
. (iii) The

workpiece placing frame is formed for the releasing pose from
the base frame through the robot links, gripper, and workpiece

T base
wp;grasp;p2

� 	
. And (iv) the placing frame of the placing

workholder is formed from the base frame Tbase
wh2;place

� 	
. As

the robot is commanded to the nominal workpiece grasp frame
in the picking pose, and the gripper seizes the workpiece, the
grasp frames (i–ii) are now misaligned because of the toler-
ances. These misalignments can further increase as the two
frames are getting attached, due to the contact transition (seiz-
ing tolerance). This effect is not present in the nominal case;
however, in reality, the workpiece pose changes during seiz-
ing (and also during releasing) due to the physical contact. The
gripper-workpiece attachment (see Figs. 4 and 5) allows the
formation of the workpiece placing frame when manipulated
to the nominal placing pose.

The workpiece is then manipulated to the releasing pose,
introducing further deviations through the robot positioning
precision. Finally, when releasing the workpiece, an addition-
al releasing tolerance is considered. With this, the misaligned
placing frames (iii–iv) are getting attached (see Figs. 6 and 7).
The measure of misalignment in the placing frame pair

Twh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
thus becomes evaluable in tolerance set instances.

It is noted that the robot is not necessarily commanded to

reach exactly T*base
wp;grasp;p1 or T

*base
wh2;place. A constant offset can

also be considered between the grasp and placing frame pairs,
which is overcome by workpiece relative motion when being
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seized or dropped. However, for the sake of simplicity, no
additional frames are introduced for these, and their effects
are considered in the seizing and releasing tolerances.

3.4 Main functional requirements

To achieve a successful pick-and-place operation, multiple
FRs need to be satisfied. FRs are arranged into arrays of fea-
sible intervals, similarly to the nominal and tolerance param-
eters in formula (5) and are denoted with c. First and foremost,
the workpiece needs to be placed into the placing pose within
a given tolerance range in each direction (cplace). The allowed
deviation for the placing pose is generally determined by the
design of the assembly that contains the workpiece, or by the
following process, for which the placed workpiece serves as
an initial condition.

In addition, the FR for picking has to be met (cpick). Usually,
this can be defined based on the gripping range within which

the gripper can seize the workpiece. For example, in case of a
vacuum gripper, the vacuum cup must be located within the
specific planar surface; otherwise, the vacuum cup falls to the
edge of this surface and the gripping will fail.

Depending on the task, additional frames (e.g., multiple
feature frames for placing) and FRs can be defined. There
can be different configurations and geometric artifacts, for
which the feasibility needs to be checked (e.g., to avoid colli-
sion in different poses). Furthermore, FRs can be formulated
not only as simple intervals, but also as geometric constraints.
These need to be specified on a case-by-case basis, allowing
the preparation of more detailed evaluation of operation
feasibility.

3.5 Tolerance influencing factors

The tolerance chain does not only depend on the dimensional
conditions of the pick-and-place scenario. Multiple other

Fig. 4 Initial transformation chain before the workpiece seizing (a), and the workpiece laying in picking pose (p1) with aligned nominal grasp pair (b)

Fig. 5 Transformation chain after seizing (a), and the workpiece in the seized pose (g1), detached from the picking workholder and attached to the
gripper (b)
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factors were identified that have a significant effect on the
tolerance chain. These are defined in each direction separately,
as follows:

& Leading feature (i.e., self-alignment and self-location):
when there is relative motion between the components
(during seizing or releasing), depending on the physical
contact between specific faces, edges and vertices, the
workpiece can be either free or guided.

& Pose specification: the picking and placing poses can be
either known or not known with sufficient precision in the
design phase.

& Servoing: servo technique(s) can be either applied or not
applied for robot positioning in case of the picking and
placing poses.

The decisions on the tolerance influencing factors are ar-
ranged into arrays of Boolean values (similarly as in formula
(5)) denoted with k, while the tolerance modifying functions
are denoted with F(k, T), where T is the transformation matrix
on which the modification is applied. The separate application

of these functions to each translational and rotational direction
is possible due to the selected rotational matrix formulation in
equation (3). The effect of tolerance influencing factors on the
operation sequence is shown in Fig. 8.

3.5.1 Leading feature

Considering workpiece self-alignment and self-location, when
being guided in a particular direction, a workpiece is limited to
move between the guiding features in this direction. For ex-
ample, if a workpiece is placed on a flat surface, it is free to
move in the plane of the surface, but guided in the direction
normal to the surface. Therefore, if the workpiece is dropped
above the plane, its position normal to the plane will be limited
by the plane as the two meet.

However, leading features are not exactly the same as a
DoF restriction, as they have multiple effects. Leading fea-
tures (i) guide the previous workpiece manipulation action,
potentially reducing the accumulated tolerances up to the
point of guiding, pose a new tolerance requirement to avoid
workpiece wedging or damage while performing this previous

Fig. 6 Transformation chain after the robot moves to the releasing configuration (a), and the workpiece in the releasing pose (g2) attached to the gripper
(the releasing pose has an offset above the workholder for better visualization) (b)

Fig. 7 Transformation chain after releasing (a), and the workpiece in the placing pose (p2), detached from the gripper and attached to the placing
workholder (b)
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action (ii), and potentially while performing the next action
(iii).

For (i), the leading feature saturates the tolerance up to the
following member of the tolerance chain, which improves the
achievable precision (e.g., when using chamfers or cones).
This allows worse precision while fitting, then improves the
precision utilizing the geometrical, physical contact-based
guidance of the fixture. Effects (ii) and (iii) pose new FRs in
order to avoid overconstrained workpiece manipulation. As a
simplified example, in order to utilize the self-locating capa-
bility of a chamfer, the deviation must be low enough to main-
tain the counterpart feature on the chamfer slope. It is noted
that to determine actual self-alignment and self-locating
ranges, as well as corresponding FRs, simulations or experi-
ments are necessary, as their behavior is complex and depends
on many factors (shape, material pair, forces, etc.) [36].

Leading features can be capable of handling different types
of misalignments (axial, radial, lateral, or torsional) with a

certain limit, depending on shape. Furthermore, these features
can exist on the picking and placing side, on the gripper or on
the workpiece itself. Leading features can be geometric
(cones, chamfers) or kinematic (closing gripper fingers).
Tolerance adjustment can happen during seizing and releas-
ing, depending on the leading feature setting.

Although leading features are linked with the three effects
above, these only manifest simultaneously during the seizing
process. Before seizing, the previous workpiece manipulation
step is not made as a part of the present assembly task (only
(iii) applies), while at releasing, the following workpiece ma-
nipulation step is also not done as a part of the present assem-
bly task (only (i) and (ii) apply). Moreover, as mentioned
earlier, these effects are influenced by the contact transients
and need to be considered accordingly.

The presence of leading features is represented with
Boolean arrays. These are ka,wh1 when the workpiece
lays on the picking workholder before seizing, ka,gr
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Fig. 8 Simplified operation
sequence (shown only in one
direction) of flexible pick-and-
place from the point of view of the
tolerance influencing factors
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while the workpiece is being seized by the gripper, and
ka,wh2 when it is being released onto the placing
workholder. Each of these determines whether a corre-
sponding FR is present or not. These are ca,wh1, ca,gr,
and ca,wh2, which often overwrite the original require-
ments (cpick and cplace) to looser ones. On the other
hand, only ka,gr and ka,wh2 have an effect on the aggre-
gated tolerances. The corresponding functions are
Fa,gr(ka,gr, T) and Fa,wh2(ka,wh2, T), which return the orig-
inal transformation if there is no leading feature; how-
ever, they saturate the values in the guided directions to
the corresponding ranges (agr, awh2).

For example, if a workpiece is guided during seizing in ξ
and η but not in ζ, then the corresponding angle values are
calculated from the original rotational matrix, and these get
saturated, while the original angle value is kept in the ζ direc-
tion. Then, based on these values, the rotation and the whole
transformation matrix are recalculated. When applied in a sin-
gle direction (x), this can be formulated as:

Fa;gr ka;gr;T x;…ð Þ� �

¼ T x;…ð Þ; i f ka;gr;x ¼ f alse
T agr;x⋅sat x=agr;x

� �
;…

� �
; otherwise



ð9Þ

The formulation of Fa,wh2(ka,wh2, T) is completely analo-
gous to formula (9).

3.5.2 Pose specification

Considering pose specification, there is a corresponding pre-
cision value for such a pose, which is sufficiently specified in
the design phase. Thus, the tolerance of this pose is part of the
geometrical tolerance stack-up and has to be considered ac-
cordingly, when checking feasibility. On the other hand, if the
pose is not known precisely (typically in flexible scenarios),
the design phase has to be carried out parametrically. Here, the
pose has to be determined precisely during operation by
means of metrology. In these cases, metrology precision needs
to be considered when calculating the tolerance stack-up.

Whether or not the picking and placing pose are known
with sufficient precision is captured with the Boolean arrays
kpick and kplace, and the corresponding functions are
Fpick(kpick, T) and Fplace(kplace, T). These functions return the
input transformation matrix with the tolerance parameters cor-
responding to the designed pose (tp1 and twh2,place) and/or cor-
responding to the complete metrology process (tm,p1 and
tm,p2). For example, if the workpiece picking position is only
known in z direction but not in x and y directions, the transla-
tional part of the matrix will be set up using tm,p1,x, tm,p1,y and
tp1,z. When applied in a single direction (x), this can be formu-
lated as:

Fpick kpick;T x;…ð Þ� �

¼ T tm;p1;x;…
� �

; i f kpick;x ¼ f alse
T tp1;x;…
� �

; otherwise



ð10Þ

The formulation of Fplace(kplace, T) is completely analogous
to formula (10).

3.5.3 Servoing

Lastly, applying servo techniques is a further possibility, dur-
ing which certain elements of the tolerance chain can be im-
proved or bypassed entirely, enhancing the overall precision
capability of the system. Servo control allows the online cor-
rection of robot positioning by realizing a closed-loop motion
control, until a certain condition is met (e.g., a certain posi-
tioning precision is achieved based on a camera system). In
these scenarios, similarly to the case of poses that are not
known precisely, the precision of the metrology has to be
taken into account when evaluating the tolerance chain.

Whether or not servoing is applied in case of picking and in
case of placing is captured with the Boolean arrays ks,g1 and
ks,g2, and the corresponding functions are Fs,g1(ks,g1, T) and
Fs,g2(ks,g2, T). These functions enable the substitution of the
accumulated tolerances to servo tolerances (ts,g1 and ts,g2),
returning the original transformation matrix if servoing is not
applied, and constructing a new transformation otherwise. For
example, in case there is servo motion on the picking side in x
and y direction, then the x and y components of the transla-
tional transformation will be changed to ts,g1,x and ts,g1,y, while
the z component remains that of the original. When applied in
a single direction (x), this can be formulated as:

Fs;g1 ks;g1;T x;…ð Þ� � ¼ T x;…ð Þ; i f ks;g1;x ¼ f alse
T ts;g1;x;…
� �

; otherwise



ð11Þ

The formulation of Fs,g2(ks,g2, T) is completely analogous
to formula (11).

4 Model formulation

After the introduction of every necessary component for the
preparation of the complete model, in this section, the detailed
deduction of the tolerance analysis is presented. First, the nec-
essary input data are overviewed. Then the transformation is
constructed from the individual transformations between com-
ponent frames and tolerance influencing functions. Finally,
the evaluation of FRs is presented to assess the feasibility of
the pick-and-place operation.
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4.1 Input data

Both the requirement and the available capacity side need to
be provided in order to draw conclusions about task-
equipment compatibility. Based on the tolerance influencing
factors, the following Boolean information needs to be decid-
ed for every direction:

& is there a leading feature on the picking workholder, grip-
per, and placing workholder (ka,wh1, ka,gr and ka,wh2)?

& is the workpiece picking and placing pose known with
sufficient precision (kpick and kplace)?

& is picking and placing servo applied (ks,g1 and ks,g2)?

Quantitative data needs to be defined in form of:

& manufacturing tolerances: workpiece (twp,pick, twp,place, t-
wp,grasp), gripper (tgr,grasp), picking (twh1,ref, twh1,pick), and
placing workholder (twh2,ref, twh2,place),

& location tolerance: workpiece picking pose on picking
workholder (tp1),

& tolerance of the complete metrology and servo metrology
methods (tm,p1, tm,p2, ts,g1, ts,g2),

& manipulator positioning tolerance (tr,g1, tr,g2),
& seizing and releasing tolerance (tg1, tg2),
& self-location and self-alignment ranges of the gripper and

the placing workholder (agr, awh2)

Finally, FRs need to be formulated generally in form of
feasible tolerance ranges:

& the geometric relation between the gripper and the work-
piece during seizing for successful picking (cpick); and
between the workpiece and the placing workholder for
successful placing (cplace),

& additional FRs introduced by leading features for feasible
picking (ca,wh1 and ca,gr) and placing (ca,wh2).

4.2 Tolerance model

The main goal of the generalized tolerance model is to
determine the transformation between the corresponding
placing frames of the placing workholder and workpiece

Twh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
, for which the foremost tolerance require-

ment is defined. In order to achieve this parametric
transformation, the tolerance chain is set up starting
from the workpiece picking pose, up to the point when
it settles on the placing workholder after releasing. The
summary of transformation-related notations is given in
Table 1.

The first step is to determine the grasp frame relation before
seizing (see Fig. 4). This starts by determining the workpiece
picking pose with respect to the base frame:

Tbase
wp;pick;p1 ¼ Tbase

wh1;ref � Twh1;ref
wh1;pick � Fpick kpick;T

wh1;pick
wp;pick;p1

� 	
ð12Þ

where Tbase
wh1;ref contains the workholder location tolerance (t-

wh1,ref), T
wh1;ref
wh1;pick contains the workholder machining toler-

ances (twh1,pick), and Fpick kpick;T
wh1;pick
wp;pick;p1

� 	
is the workpiece

picking frame relative to the workholder picking frame includ-
ing designed (tp1) and/or sensed parameters (tm,p1) depending
on kpick. Next, the workpiece grasp frame is calculated:

Tbase
wp;grasp;p1 ¼ Tbase

wp;pick;p1 � Twp;ref ;p1
wp;pick;p1

−1 � Twp;ref ;p1
wp;grasp;p1; ð13Þ

where Twp;ref ;p1
wp;pick;p1 and Twp;ref ;p1

wp;grasp;p1 contain workpiece machin-

ing inaccuracies (twp,pick and twp,grasp, respectively). In the fol-
lowing, the gripper grasp frame is determined:

Tbase
gr;grasp;g1 ¼ Tbase

gr;ref ;g1 � Tgr;ref ;g1
gr;grasp;g1; ð14Þ

where Tbase
gr;ref ;g1 contains the robot positioning inaccuracies

(tr,g1) and T
gr;ref ;g1
gr;grasp;g1 contains gripper machining tolerances (t-

gr,grasp). Then, the relation of the grasp frame pair is deter-
mined, together with the servo technique at picking:

Tgr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;p1 ¼ Fs;g1 ks;g1;Tbase

gr;grasp;g1
−1 � Tbase

wp;grasp;p1

� 	
; ð15Þ

where Fs,g1(ks,g1, T) enables the substitution of the accumulat-
ed tolerances to servo tolerances (ts,g1) based on ks,g1. The next
step is the seizing process. At this point, the workpiece is
detached from the picking surface:

T
0gr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1 ¼ Tgr;grasp;g1

wp;grasp;p1 � Twp;grasp;p1
wp;grasp;g1; ð16Þ

where Twp;grasp;p1
wp;grasp;g1 ¼ Twp;ref ;p1

wp;ref ;g1, and it describes the seizing

transient, including the misalignment (tg1), introduced by the
seizing action. Then, the workpiece is getting attached to the
gripper (see Fig. 5):

Tgr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1 ¼ Fa;gr ka;gr;T

0gr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1

� 	
ð17Þ

Depending on the leading feature on the gripper (ka,gr), the
misalignment between the grasp frames is reduced by the
application of Fa,gr(ka,gr, T) to the corresponding self-
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alignment and self-locating range (agr). Next, the workpiece
grasp frame is determined with respect to the gripper reference
frame:

Tgr;ref ;g1
wp;grasp;g1 ¼ Tgr;ref ;g1

gr;grasp;g1 � Tgr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1 ð18Þ

The result is the transformation between the seized work-
piece and the gripper. This needs to be applied at the end of the
last manipulator link, after controlling it to the releasing con-
figuration (see Fig. 6). Then, the workpiece grasp frame is to
be determined with respect to the base frame in the releasing
configuration:

Tbase
wp;grasp;g2 ¼ Tbase

gr;ref ;g2 � Tgr;ref ;g2
wp;grasp;g2; ð19Þ

where Tgr;ref ;g2
wp;grasp;g2 ¼ Tgr;ref ;g1

wp;grasp;g1 and T
base
gr;ref ;g2 contains the ma-

nipulator positioning inaccuracies (tr,g2). Next, the workpiece

is detached from the gripper, as it is being released (see Fig. 7):

Tbase
wp;grasp;p2 ¼ Tbase

wp;grasp;g2 � Twp;grasp;g2
wp;grasp;p2; ð20Þ

where Twp;grasp;g2
wp;grasp;p2 describes the releasing transient, including

the misalignment (tg2), introduced by the releasing action.
Then, as the workpiece arrives to the placing pose, the work-
piece placing frame needs to be determined:

Tbase
wp;place;p2 ¼ Tbase

wp;grasp;p2 � Twp;ref ;p2
wp;grasp;p2

−1 � Twp;ref ;p2
wp;place;p2; ð21Þ

where Twp;ref ;p2
wp;grasp;p2 ¼ Twp;ref ;p1

wp;grasp;p1, and Twp;ref ;p2
wp;place;p2 contains

workpiece machining inaccuracies (twp,place). At this point,
the placing workholder and the placing pose are to be
introduced:

Tbase
wh2;place ¼ Tbase

wh2;ref � Fplace kplace;T
wh2;ref
wh2;place

� 	
; ð22Þ

where Tbase
wh2;ref contains the workholder location tolerances (t-

wh2,ref), and Fplace kplace;T
wh2;ref
wh2;place

� 	
contains the designed (t-

wh2,place) and/or sensed parameters (tm,p2) based on kplace.
Then, the placing frame pair relation is determined and the
placing servo technique is applied (if any):

T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2 ¼ Fs;g2 ks;g2;Tbase

wh2;place
−1 � Tbase

wp;place;p2

� 	
; ð23Þ

where Fs,g2(ks,g2, T) corresponds to the placing servo, reduc-
ing the accumulated tolerances to the level of servo tolerance
(ts,g2) based on ks,g2. Finally, the effect of the last leading
feature is applied (if any):

Twh2;place
wp;place;p2 ¼ Fa;wh2 ka;wh2;T

0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
; ð24Þ

where Fa,wh2(ka,wh2, T) corresponds to the leading feature at
placing, reducing the accumulated tolerances to the corre-
sponding range (awh2) based on ka,wh2. With this, the placing
frame pair and other geometric relations corresponding to FRs
are set up parametrically.

4.3 Evaluation of functional requirements

To achieve a successful pick-and-place operation, all the ac-
tually considered FRs need to be simultaneously satisfied.
First, the variation in the workpiece placing pose (relative to
the placing workholder) is checked against the allowed devi-
ation range cplace, in each direction. If this is not fulfilled, the
application of leading features (e.g., chamfering), or precision

Table 1 Summary of notations for homogeneous transformation
matrices

Transformations

T homogeneous transformation matrix

T∗ nominal homogeneous transformation matrix

T′ homogeneous transformation matrix representing
intermediate calculation results

T c1; f1;o1
c2; f2;o2 homogeneous transformation matrix transforming from

component c1, frame f1, pose o1 to component c2, frame
f2, pose o2

Tbase
c2; f2;o2 homogeneous transformation matrix transforming from base

frame to component c2, frame f2, pose o2

Components

wp workpiece

wh1 picking workholder

wh2 placing workholder

gr gripper

Frames

base workcell reference frame

ref component reference frame (for wp, wh1, wh2, and gr)

pick component picking frame (for wp and wh1)

grasp component grasp frame (for wp and gr)

place component placing frame (for wp and wh2)

Poses

p1 picking pose (for wp)

p2 placing pose (for wp)

g1 seizing pose (for wp after being seized and for gr)

g2 releasing pose (for wp and gr)
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enhancement is necessary in form of tolerance improvement
or servo techniques. Here, cplace defines a feasible tolerance
region. Assuming symmetric ranges, this can be written in a
single direction (x) as:

scr Twh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
x

��� ���≤cplace;x ð25Þ

Next, the FR for successful workpiece picking (cpick) is
checked. This can be written in a single direction (x) as:

scr Tgr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;p1

� 	
x

��� ���≤cpick;x ð26Þ

Then, the FRs posed by the leading features need to be
assessed (ca,wh1, ca,gr and ca,wh2) to avoid overconstraining
the system during contact transition. These can be formulated
in a single direction (x) as follows:

scr T ′gr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1

� 	
x

��� ���≤ca;wh1;x; i f ka;wh1;x ¼ true ð27Þ

scr T ′gr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1

� 	
x

��� ���≤ca;gr;x; i f ka;gr;x ¼ true ð28Þ

scr T ′wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
x

��� ���≤ca;wh2;x; i f ka;wh2;x ¼ true ð29Þ

The corresponding evaluations can be performed via
Monte Carlo simulation. By substituting the input parameters
with tolerance values sampled from the given intervals into
the transformation chain, any transformation can be evaluated
to check the fulfillment of FRs.

5 Implementation

The proposed tolerance model is presented through a flexible
pick-and-place case study. A physical workcell was set up as
an experimental demonstrator cell for palletizing workpieces
laying in a semi-structured arrangement. Separated work-
pieces, laying in one of their stable poses, are manipulated
from a light table to the corresponding workpiece pallet. The
used manipulator is an UR5 robot arm equipped with a
Robotiq 2f-85 finger gripper and an IDS XS camera. The
actual workpiece picking poses are determined using this 2D
camera, with the help of the backlighting capability of the light
table. The workcell setup, with the applied frames, is shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. The preparation and operation of the workcell is
presented in more detail in [7].

5.1 Input data

For the sake of simplicity, the tolerance analysis is regarded as
a planar problem, considering only the x, y, and ζ components.
This consideration is viable, since the workpiece picking and
placing pose correspond to the same workpiece stable pose,
i.e., no re-gripping and no re-orientation of the workpiece is
necessary, apart from rotating around the vertical axis. The
screw parameters x, y, and ζ are represented as an array, where
x and y components are translations parallel to the picking
plane and ζ is the rotation around the axis normal to the pick-
ing plane (vertical axis). The decision parameters are Boolean,
while dimensions, tolerance and FR ranges are given in mm
for translational and in ° (deg) for rotational parameters. For
the sake of conciseness, tolerance and FR ranges are consid-
ered symmetric, closed intervals with zero mean value, and
are represented with a single value with a ± sign.

First, the decision parameters are defined. The workpieces
lay on the light table in a semi-structured way; their pose is not
known precisely in x, y and ζ directions. These have to be
resolved using the camera fixed on the robot. However, the
placing poses are known with sufficient precision in the de-
sign phase. Since the workpieces lay freely on a table, they are
not guided in the plane. On the other hand, the finger gripper
guides the workpiece in y and ζ directions (see Fig. 3) and the
placing pose is guided in all three directions via a chamfered
centering pin and chamfered columns (shown in Fig. 14).
Lastly, servoing is applied neither in the picking nor in the
placing phase. The corresponding factors are summarized in
Table 2.

Next, the nominal and tolerance parameters are defined;
these are listed in Table 3 (values with v1 and v2 subscripts
are discussed in Section 5.2). The only relevant nominal di-
mension in the tolerance model corresponds to the workpiece
grasp frame (nwp,grasp) relative to the workpiece reference.
Other dimensions are either zero or they cancel out in this
particular scenario. The positioning precision of the robot is
given, together with the self-positioning and self-alignment
ranges of the placing workholder, as well as the manufactur-
ing tolerances of the workpiece, gripper, and picking and plac-
ing workholders. It is noted that the tolerance of the workpiece
picking and placing frame (twp,pick and twp,place) relative to the
workpiece reference is zero, as these all coincide.
Furthermore, the tolerance of the picking and placing
workholder references (twh1,ref and twh2,ref) are also considered
zero, because the position of the corresponding picking and
placing frames were measured relative to the workcell refer-
ence frame directly.

The remaining tolerance parameters (metrology, seizing,
and releasing) were needed to be determined experimentally.
The precise and exhaustive exploration of these parameters is
not in the scope of this paper; nevertheless, simple measure-
ment setups and overestimation of the parameters were carried
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out to have acceptable input data for the simulation.
Correspondingly, to keep the paper more concise, only a brief
overview is given about the experiments.

The combined tolerance of the metrology system and im-
age processing algorithms (tm,p1) was measured by setting a
workpiece in a pose on the light table using different 3D-
printed temporary locators (see Fig. 9a, b), and capturing im-
ages of workpiece. The captured images have a resolution of
1280 × 720. After every captured image, the robot (with the
mounted camera) was moved to a random picking configura-
tion, then back to the image capturing configuration, to emu-
late the real operation and add disturbance to the vision sys-
tem. The workpiece pose was evaluated on each image against
the originally set up pose, using the image processing algo-
rithm employed in the demonstrator (see Fig. 10). The vision-
based localization employs feature recognition and

homography transformation (the algorithm is described in de-
tail in [7]). This process was repeated using multiple work-
piece setups.

The seizing tolerance (tg1) was estimated by seizing a sim-
ilarly positioned workpiece multiple times (using the
temporary locator shown in Fig. 9c) with disturbed seizing
configurations, and measuring the variation of the seized pose
in the free direction with a digital caliper (with 0.01 mm res-
olution), relative to the gripper fingers. This process is shown
in Fig. 11. The self-positioning and self-alignment range of
the gripper (agr) was measured in the same setup in the guided
directions, using the same camera system. However, the im-
age processing algorithm was refined for more accurate re-
sults; the achieved precision of the camera-based measure-
ment system on the same dataset is ±0.07 mm, ±
0.06 mm and ±0.17° in x, y,and ζ, respectively.

Finally, the releasing tolerance (tg2) was measured by re-
peatedly fixing the workpiece manually into the gripper using
a different temporary locator (see Fig. 12), then releasing it on
the light table. The variation in the releasing pose was mea-
sured, again, using the camera-based measurement system.

FRs are defined symmetrically for picking and placing, and
additionally for the leading features at the gripper and the
placing workholder. These are listed in Table 4. The FR
ranges were validated in the physical workcell. The require-
ment corresponding to seizing and the gripper alignment (cpick
and ca,gr) were checked in the seizing tolerance measurement
setup, to establish feasible extrema for the FR ranges. The
leading feature on the placing side (awh2) is set so that it fulfills
the placing requirement; therefore, cplace is automatically sat-
isfied if ca,wh2 is fulfilled. That is, if after releasing the work-
piece, it is guided to the placing pose by the gravity and the
leading features, the placing pose is satisfactory. Otherwise, if
the workpiece stays on top of the guiding features, does not
reach the bottom support plane, or tilts out of the workholder,
the placing pose is not satisfactory. Consequently, the analysis
focuses on ca,wh2 instead of the original cplace requirement. The
feasibility bounds were experimentally evaluated for ca,wh2 by
manually fixing the workpiece into the gripper, once again,
with a temporary locator (same way as in Fig. 12), moving the
robot to a disturbed releasing configuration and releasing the
workpiece. Two cases with different releasing configurations
are shown in Fig. 13, one with correct, the other with a failed
placement. In the determined deviation region, the releasing
process was consistently successful for each sampled combi-
nation of deviations.

5.2 Results

By applying the proposed tolerance model with the above
input data, tolerance analysis can be performed for the pick-
and-place scenario. To get a comprehensible result, a Monte
Carlo simulation was carried out. The model was evaluated

Table 2 Tolerance
influencing factors Factor (x,y,ζ)

kpick (false,false,false)

kplace (true,true,true)

ka,wh1 (false,false,false)

ka,gr (false,true,true)

ka,wh2 (true,true,true)

ks,g1 (false,false,false)

ks,g2 (false,false,false)

Table 3 Nominal
values, self-location,
self-alignment, and
tolerance ranges

Parameter (x,y,ζ)

nwp,grasp (−29.15,1.4,0)
nwp,v1 (12.95,11.5,0)

nwp,v2 (12.95,−11.5,0)
agr (N/A,.31,0.51)

awh2 (0.75,0.75,0.95)

tg1 (±0.76,0,0)

tg2 (±0.55,±0.85,±3.4)

tr,g1 (±0.1,±0.1,±0.1)

tr,g2 (±0.1,±0.1,±0.1)

twp,grasp (±0.05,±0.05,±0.02)

twp,pick (0,0,0)

twp,place (0,0,0)

twp,v1 (±0.05,±0.05,±0.02)

twp,v2 (±0.05,±0.05,±0.02)

tgr,grasp (±0.04,±0.07,±0.01)

twh1,ref (0,0,0)

twh1,pick (±0.1,±0.1,±0.2)

tm,p1 (±0.59,±0.36,±1.7)

twh2,ref (0,0,0)

twh2,place (±0.1,±0.1,±0.2)
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for 20,000 tolerance set instances, sampled in the given re-
gions assuming normal distribution on 99.72% confidence
level. To visualize the deviations, the 2D projection of the
geometry was triangulated and transformed based on the re-
sults, the transformed shapes were overlaid, and their union
was computed. In order to reduce the number of computa-
tions, the extreme displacements (with combined translations

and rotation) were selected heuristically. The final union re-
sults in a boundary within which the actual workpiece will lay
according to the tolerance data. Since there are two different
aligning features, (chamfered orienting columns and cham-
fered positioning pin), two different 2D projection boundaries
of the workpiece were calculated. Based on the resultant trans-
formations, the worst tolerance stack-up case can be found in

Fig. 9 Workpiece setups on the
light table with different
temporary locators; setup for the
measurement of tm,p1 (a, b), and
setup for the measurement of tg1,
agr, cpick, and ca,gr (c)

Fig. 10 Recognized workpiece
features, and localization based
on the camera image (for different
workpiece setups)
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each direction. The results are shown in Table 5 and in Fig. 14.
The calculation details are summarized in Table 6.

According to the results, ca,wh2 is not satisfied in the worst
deviation combination, which is also visible on Fig. 14, as the
boundaries of the leading features and the deviation regions of
the workpiece intersect in multiple places. When evaluating
each deviation result of the Monte Carlo simulation, 2537
cases of the 20,000 do not satisfy ca,wh2, while the other FRs
are always satisfied. With this, a failure rate of 12.69% is
predicted for the placing part of the operation.

For comparison, a sequence of physical operations was
executed to check the actual failure events. One pick-and-
place cycle included the palletizing of 4 workpieces onto the
4 slotted workpiece pallet. Altogether 50 cycles were run,
meaning 200 workpieces seizing and releasing processes.
From the 200 cycles, releasing failure occurred in 7 cases
(3.5%), where the workpiece did not fall into the placing pose,
but stayed on top of the leading features or tilted in the wrong
direction. Apart from these, there were no failure events dur-
ing the operation, which matches the simulation results for the
other FRs. Although the simulation and the experiment show
a similar tendency in releasing failures, the gap between the
results is significant. The reason behind this is that the

combined leading features are represented with a single FR,
which is a more conservative, more precautious approach. As
this consideration in this particular case is not well suited, it is
also possible to separate the FR to multiple checking points.

In this case, three different constraints can be formulated
for feasible workpiece placing. Firstly, the workpiece-
centering pin connection is described. Based on the diameter
and chamfering of the workpiece and the workholder, the FR
for the planar location (x and y) of the workpiece reference can
be formulated as follows:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
scr T

0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	2

x
þ scr T

0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	2

y

r
≤ 16:5−12:77ð Þ=2

ð30Þ

The remaining two FRs correspond to the chamfered col-
umns of the workholder, and the corresponding vertices (des-
ignated as v1 and v2) on the workpiece that first make contact
with the chamfers’ slope. These vertices also carry deviations
relative to the workpiece reference. The corresponding param-
eters are listed in Table 3. The FRs can be formulated for the y-
directional deviation (in the workpiece reference frame) of v1

Fig. 11 Measurement process of the seizing tolerance after the workpiece is set up, with a disturbed seizing configuration

Fig. 12 Setting up the workpiece into the gripper using a temporary locator
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and v2 by applying planar transformation to the vertices ac-
cording to the deviation results from the simulation. This re-
sults in the following inequalities:

���� nwp;v1;y þ twp;v1;y
� �

cos scr T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
ζ

 �

þ nwp;v1;x þ twp;v1;x
� �

sin scr T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
ζ

 �����≤13:25
ð31Þ

���� nwp;v2;y þ twp;v2;y
� �

cos scr T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
ζ

 �

þ nwp;v2;x þ twp;v2;x
� �

sin scr T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
ζ

 �����≤13:25
ð32Þ

Now, the original FR (corresponding to ca,wh2) can
be replaced with inequalities [30–32]. All three inequal-
ities need to be satisfied simultaneously to achieve fea-
sible workpiece placement. These requirements were al-
so experimentally verified in the same setup as the

measurement of ca,wh2, with different sampled deviations
in the releasing configuration.

After checking the deviation results of the Monte Carlo
simulation against the newly formulated FRs, only 961 error
cases were observable, reducing the failure rate to 4.81%. This
is much closer to the 3.5% failure rate obtained from the phys-
ical execution of the system. The remaining gap between the
results is most probably due to the overestimated tolerance
values and the intricacies of leading feature mechanics, con-
tact transition, and dynamics of the released workpiece.
Nevertheless, the experiments show close relationship with
the simulation results, which validates the proposed method.

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper presented a novel tolerance model for eval-
uating the feasibil i ty of robotic pick-and-place

Table 4 Defined FRs
FR (x,y,ζ)

ca,gr (N/A,±3.2,±5)

ca,wh2 (±1.3,±1.3,±1.9)

cpick (±5,±3.2,±5)

cplace (±0.75,±0.75,±0.95)

Fig. 13 Experimental setup for
the determination of the ca,wh2
feasibility bounds

Table 5 Result of the Monte Carlo simulation on each FR

FR (x,y,ζ)(min.) (x,y,ζ)(max.)

ca;gr : scr T
0 gr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;g1

� 	
(N/A,−1.535,−2.599) (N/A,1.513,2.270)

cpick : scr Tgr;grasp;g1
wp;grasp;p1

� 	
(−1.469,−0.31,−0.51) (1.444,0.31,0.51)

ca;wh2 : scr T
0wh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
(−1.761,−2.682,

−4.557)
(1.599,2.663,4.733)

cplace : scr Twh2;place
wp;place;p2

� 	
(−0.75,−0.75,−0.95) (0.75,0.75,0.95)
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operations from the precision perspective. The proposed
model aids robotic workcell developers in the selection
of cell components, applied methods, and allocation of
tolerances. Beyond the positioning precision of the ma-
nipulator and the manufacturing tolerances of the com-
ponents, this tool allows the assessment of robotic
workcell FRs considering tolerances introduced by the
manipulation and metrology processes. The tolerance
stack-up is set up in the form of a transformation chain.
By substituting the tolerance values of the relevant
frames along the tolerance chain, and comparing the
aggregated tolerances to the feasible tolerance ranges,
the realization of FRs can be validated.

First, the basic concept and main considerations were in-
troduced, together with the structural setup of the transforma-
tion chain, the essential pick-and-place-related FRs, and the
additional tolerance influencing factors. Then, the complete
model formulation was presented, including the necessary in-
put data, the composition of the tolerance chain, and the eval-
uation of the fulfillment of FRs. Finally, the approach was
implemented and validated in case of a physical robotic dem-
onstrator cell, through a flexible pick-and-place application.

Future work will include more exhaustive experimen-
tation on real workcells to analyze and characterize

specific tolerance inputs, such as seizing and releasing
tolerances, investigate the effect of contact transitions,
and identify further possible failure modes, which can
potentially influence the computed tolerance chain. The
other main goal is to generalize the model to different
robotic operation types, like screwing or welding as
well. A further possible research direction is to consider
positioning tolerances on the individual robot links. If
these parameters are available from the manufacturer or
are measured, then the consideration of FRs along the
robot trajectories could also be formulated (e.g.,
smallest distance between particular objects for offline
path planners). Moreover, modular robots could also be
considered in the tolerance model.
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